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Temporary Space chooses Precise YOUNiQ for 
facility access
Precise has entered into an agreement with Temporary Space Nordics AB – a Nordic provider 
of temporary premises – for the installment of Precise YOUNiQ for facility access in 10 of 
Temporary Spaces rigs, portable module units used at various building sites. In accordance 
with the agreement, Precise will receive approximately 1,5 MSEK in revenues over a three-year 
span.

Temporary Space offer brand new premises for office, education or the like as a substitute for 
building new or renovating. By using Precise product for facility access, the company can digitalize its 
onboarding process, without the need for keys or tags to enter the premises. Precise YOUNiQ 
integrates facial recognition with the door access system to conveniently and securely grant access to 
restricted facilities.

“We are delighted to deliver our product for convenient and secure facility access to Temporary 
Space, a company that today are forced to handle hundreds of keys every day and thus, understands 
the benefits of streamlining its onboarding process. We are confident that our product will be of high 
value for Temporary Space and the many users that use their rigs daily, and we look forward to 
further discussions regarding more potential installations”, says Precise CEO Stefan K. Persson.

“In our ambition to give our customers a spot-on experience of our premise’s solutions, we believe 
our cooperation with Precise is an important step, a way to be in the frontline of our markets 
digitalization”, says Temporary Space Country manager in Sweden, Nina Flood.

About Temporary Space
Temporary Space has 30 years of experience in temporary premises that the company establish with 
top-class modules. The company can offer brand new premises for office, education or the like as a 
substitute for building new or renovating. Thanks to the fact that the premises consist of several 
composite modules, Temporary Space can offer flexible solutions tailored to customers specific 
needs. For more information, please visit: https://temporaryspacenordics.com/
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About Us

Precise Biometrics AB (publ) (“Precise”) is a global supplier of identification software. The company 
offers products in various areas of application that enable users – using their own biometrics – to 
identify themselves in a convenient and secure way. Precise has three business areas; Digital 
Identity, Mobile and Smart Card, and operates out of its offices in Lund, Sweden, Potsdam NY, USA 
and Shanghai, China. The Precise share is listed at Nasdaq Stockholm (PREC). For more 
information, please visit www.precisebiometrics.com
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